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Abstract
This thesis aims at extending the set of publicly available tandem repeat
(TR) annotations in protein sequences from all kingdoms of life. The TRs
were annotated using three different de novo detection methods as well as a
novel method that searches for repeated PFAM domains. Representative sets
of TRs per sequence were computed using significance testing and filtering
out of overlapping predictions. Statistics on the resulting set were computed
to provide an insight on the data.
Virus sequences were of specific interest, therefore virus-host TR content
comparison and functional enrichment analysis of virus sequences with TRs
were performed. Virus-host comparison indicates the possibility that viruses
rely on the host TR creation mechanism for their TRs. On the other hand,
viruses with TRs exhibit functional enrichment in suppression of virus detection in the host.
This thesis shows that it is possible to perform TR detection on a large
body of proteins and to produce a statistically significant TR set that allows
meaningful analysis. Further use of the created dataset is in the planned
inclusion of TR annotations in sequence databases for public access. A release
of the TR detection library is planned in near future and will, hopefully,
encourage application of the pipeline to different and more extensive datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION
Tandem repeats (TRs) are consecutive sequence repetitions that are abundant in genomic sequences of diverse organisms. Previously, the research focus was strongly on
the abundance of TRs in non-coding DNA, until a more exhaustive study indicated
that 14% of coding DNA contain TRs [Marcotte et al., 1999].
A high number of TRs have been found in proteins that execute
important biological function and in those being strongly linked to disease [Siwach and Ganesh, 2008]. Examples include a TR that has been found responsible for Huntington’s disease, the number of repeated amino acids (AAs) being
the major decisive factor of disease development [Walker, 2007], or TRs found in immunoglobulins that play an important role in the protection from harmful bacteria
and viruses1 . Evidence also points to a high incidence of TRs in the sequences of
virulence factors of pathogenic agents, toxins and allergens [Jorda et al., 2010].
The connection to such significant medical and functional factors makes TRs
a very important subject of study. Unfortunately, TR detection is not a task that
can be solved in a single efficient way. Firstly, it is computationally expensive since
it requires an exhaustive search for TRs in a sequence without information on TR
unit length or number, or TR position. Secondly, and more importantly, the units
might have greatly diverged through sequence mutation and insertions and deletions.
The main requirement for TR detection is a clear TR definition, described as a
biologically meaningful and, preferably, mathematical model. A genuine TR can
then be distinguished from a non-TR sequence by comparison to a model describing
random sequences.
Over the course of years, multiple tools have been devised in order to perform
de novo TR detection, each of which relies on a different concept of TR creation and
evolution; however, the predictions seldom coincide. When running four different
detectors on the human proteome, 89.0% of the TR predictions where identified by
a single detector, 9.8% by two of the tools and a meagre 1.1% was detected by at
least three of the four. This signals that a single TR detector cannot be trusted to
locate all instances of TRs in a sequence and multiple detectors should be used in
combination in order to achieve the fullest prediction set [Schaper et al., 2012].
Another way of approaching TR detection is to use existing information on
protein domains. A convenient way to do so is using PFAM domain annotations
since they have a high coverage of approximately 80% of the UniProtKB pro1

E.g. http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P06734 or http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q96D42
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teins [Finn et al., 2014]. Some of the sequences2 contain same or similar domains
situated one after another, in other words, TRs. This leads to thinking that, given
the scarcity of TR annotation in UniProtKB, PFAM data could be used to acquire
previously unknown and reliable TR predictions [Schaper et al., 2014].
A whole different problem in TR detection is that no reliable set of proteins
with well-known TRs that could provide a test set for different algorithms is available. Some databases do provide TR predictions, however these were based on a
specific TR detection method and/or manual curation, which both in themselves
are most likely biased. Therefore the test sets would only show how well the other
detectors predict the same TRs as were considered worthy of being added to that
particular database. Even though there is a large number of detectors created to
solve the problem, there is no clear way of checking whether the algorithms they
implement provide reliable results.
One approach to solve the latter problem was developed using simulated sequences coming from two different models in [Schaper et al., 2012]. The sequences
were generated using either the null hypothesis of random sequence evolution for
the negative set, or the alternate hypothesis that captured TR evolution using the
following definition of TRs: consecutive sequence copies (TR units) trace back to
a common ancestral sequence. This allowed to evaluate the predictive accuracy of
different detectors and to develop a statistical test in order to assess the quality
of predictions. This approach relies on the correctness on the assumed model of
TR evolution. Since different algorithms appear to be specialised on detecting TRs
with specific properties, it is advised to apply multiple detectors with subsequent
filtering of inaccurate or duplicate predictions to obtain the most complete set of
trustworthy repeats.
So far the described approach has been applied only to a limited range of metazoan and plant proteomes, whereas this thesis is aimed at covering the TR knowledge gap in the entire manually reviewed part of the sequence database UniProtKB
– UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot [Apweiler et al., 2014]. This resource does contain a small
annotated set of TRs3 ; however, the set of currently stored predictions is limited to
less than 20 well known domains that could form repeats and few manually annotated short TRs.
During the course of this thesis I have implemented an automated version of a
multiple detection method pipeline described in [Schaper et al., 2014]. The pipeline
was executed in parallel on a high performance computing cluster, as required by the
2
3

E.g., human protein Q9NQV6 – http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q9NQV6
E.g., human protein Q9NRG9 – http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/Q9NRG9
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size of the dataset. I have created an appropriate infrastructure for data storage and
analysis in form of a relational database, a translational object-relational mapping
layer and a set of Python objects to serve as convenient data structures for all further
work.
I have successfully applied the pipeline to the full set of proteins in the
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database. The resulting set of predictions for each protein
still suffered from problems such as low statistical significance, overlaps and contradicting predictions, among others. I have designed and implemented a system
of filters to leave only the most trustworthy and non-redundant predictions in the
result set. After all data was collected, I computed different summary statistics such
as TR sequence coverage and average number of TRs per sequence in order to see
the differences between kingdoms of life.
The set of virus proteins was examined more closely. Virus genomes are generally small and compact, which makes virus TRs seem unlikely, given that a TR
in a sequence is, in some sense, duplicated information. However it turns out that
this is not the case and viruses contain a large amount of TRs, which in turn makes
them an interesting subject of study. I have computed statistics in order to find
correlations between TR content in viruses and in their hosts, as well as performed
functional enrichment analyses on specific groups of viruses to investigate the possible differences in functional importance of TRs across different virus groups. me
Further work on this topic will include assistance in the release of a Python library
that will allow the execution of the pipeline by other researchers on sequence sets
of their interest. In addition, possible integration of predicted TR annotation in
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot is planned in the upcoming months.
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2.1

Data

Sequence data and PFAM domain annotations for Archaea, Bacteria and Eukaryota
were obtained from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, release 2013 08 and contained 19, 038
archaeal, 329, 008 bacterial and 176, 340 eukaryotic sequences [Apweiler et al., 2014].
Sequence data and PFAM domain annotations for viruses were obtained from
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, release 2014 06 and contained 16, 479 sequences. Altogether, 540, 865 sequences were processed during the course of the thesis.
PFAM profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) [Eddy, 1998] for all domains
were obtained from the PFAM database version 27.0 [Finn et al., 2014]. Altogether,
14, 832 models were processed.
2.2

Pipeline

Figure 2.1 schematically shows the pipeline used in order to obtain the final set
of predictions. The methods presented in sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 for PFAM
TR detection, de novo TR detection and refinement, and significance testing have
already been implemented in [Schaper et al., 2014]4 (green blocks in Figure 2.1).
I have used a modified version of the implementation to realise the pipeline on a
high-performance cluster, described in section 2.7. Sections 2.8 and 2.9 describe the
approach to filtering out overlapping predictions, and the storage and analysis of
the final set (blue blocks in Figure 2.1).
2.3

PFAM TR prediction

One of the biggest issues in TR detection is the unknown motif of the TR unit,
so using manually curated, trustworthy sources for the TR unit motifs would be a
great asset. One possible source are PFAM domain annotations that can be used to
search for tandemly repeated domains. Therefore, I have obtained PFAM domain
annotations from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot as well as the corresponding profile HMMs
from PFAM.
These HMMs are constructed to describe and detect single occurrences of a
domain. However, a domain HMM may be adapted to repeated domain detection by
adding transitions between the last and first AA match states, so that the detection
could continue for an arbitrary number of units. Furthermore, as TR units often
4

A public release of the library is in progress on https://github.com/elkeschaper/TandemRepeats.
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Figure 2.1: General overview on the TR detection pipeline.
Red colour indicates external software used for de novo TR detection;
purple – input data from any source;
blue – the scripts implemented to run the actual pipeline and then collect the results;
green – the library which implements methods for TR prediction and refinement, and
computation of parameters for significance testing (obtained from Elke Schaper, publication in preparation, see description in [Schaper et al., 2014] and [Schaper et al., 2012]).

do not have well-defined boundaries, more transitions between the match states are
added to allow the detection to start and finish at any of the positions of the HMM.
In the remainder of the thesis, such modified models will be referred to as circular
profile HMMs, or simply cpHMMs, as in [Schaper et al., 2014].
To save computation and network access time, it was necessary to retrieve all
of the PFAM profile HMMs, compile and store them locally. All profile HMMs were
read in, compiled to cpHMMs and then stored as serialised objects that can be easily
read and used for detection.
For each PFAM identifier associated with a sequence, the cpHMM was loaded
and the Viterbi algorithm was used to find the maximum likelihood path through
8
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the HMM [Forney, 1973]. The TR can easily be derived from this path as each AA
in the sequence is assigned a corresponding state in the cpHMM. The part of the
sequence that precedes the TR corresponds to the start states before any TR unit
is detected. The TR itself corresponds to the match states of the HMM, while the
transitions to the start state of the HMM indicate the beginning of a new unit. The
succeeding part of the sequence is modelled by the end states of the cpHMM.
Since the putative motif of the TR unit is well known for this approach, it is
more straightforward than de novo TR detection. However, there are still caveats in
this method. As it is known that the domain being used in the detection process is
definitely present in the sequence, the prediction has only to be checked for actually
containing several domains in tandem (a TR requiring per definition more than one
unit). The algorithm is likely to detect the domain itself and then possibly a few
AAs that come after it that seem to match even where no TR is present. Such
predictions are not TRs and were thus filtered out.
However, there are also numerous cases when only two units are detected with
the second unit being very short, meaning that the detection is not an actual TR.
To remove such occurrences, for the scope of this thesis, I decided to remove all
detections that have two units and the second unit is less than 80% of the first
unit length. This way, only detections with at least two domain repetitions will be
considered further on.
After these most likely incorrect predictions were filtered out, a significance test
was used to further determine whether the prediction should be kept for analysis.
For detections that were obtained using cpHMMs, a significance level of 0.1 was
used. The significance test is explained in more detail in Section 2.6.
2.4

De novo TR prediction

As previously mentioned, the detections made by existing de novo detectors do not
get to a consensus regarding all TRs in a sequence because of algorithmic differences. Moreover, the prediction sets differ not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively. Therefore, three different detectors were applied to the data, namely T-REKS
(v1.3) [Jorda and Kajava, 2009], XSTREAM (v1.72) [Newman and Cooper, 2007]
and TRUST (v1.0) [Szklarczyk and Heringa, 2004]. These detectors implement different algorithmic principles, scoring functions and thresholds for deciding whether
a prediction is significant enough to be considered [Schaper et al., 2012].
The detectors are run on each sequence of the dataset and predict the TR unit
structure and the TR unit number. Even when being run on the same sequence, the

9
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predictions may differ with respect to the TR unit length and region covered by the
TR. Therefore, after the significance test is run with a threshold of 0.01, the rest of
the predictions are temporarily saved for further filtering.
2.5

De novo TR refinement

The refinement step for de novo detections is required as the predictions are imprecise and mostly represent the algorithmic principle used for detection. The detection
itself generally consists of two steps: a) searching for TR seed, or ancestry unit, and
b) locating all TR units in the sequence. Both of these steps are not uniform among
the TR detectors and the PFAM TR detection scheme. However, it is possible to
try to make the second step of prediction more uniform by using a refinement approach on the detections. The refinement is based on the idea that the detectors
can successfully find the seed of the TR and in order to achieve a prediction set
of better quality and ensure homogeneity, the actual prediction should be executed
using a circular profile HMM created from the identified TR.
The detected TR is transformed into a multiple sequence alignment which is
in turn converted into a profile HMM using HMMER v3 [Institute, 2014] and then
to a cpHMM. Then, using the Viterbi algorithm, the TR is again searched for in
the sequence. Same as above, the search motif is known, and the Viterbi algorithm
gives back the maximum likelihood estimate of the Viterbi path along the HMM,
providing the TR units.
During the course of this work, I found a bug in the library code for TR
refinement, due to which the TRs of unit length one could not be refined. The bug
is now fixed in upcoming library releases.
2.6

Significance testing

It is important to understand that the TRs located by different methods are not the
biological truth, but rather an educated guess on TR presence based on the underlying search principle. A unified statistical testing system is required for evaluating
predictions, that is to distinguish between false and true positives of predicted TRs.
The statistical significance of TR predictions was assessed using model-based
likelihood ratio tests as described in [Schaper et al., 2012]. The authors created
empirical distributions using simulated sequences with and without TRs. This allows
to evaluate how likely a sequence is to have been created by random chance or by
a model that captures TR evolution. As part of the calculation of the p-value, a
maximum likelihood estimator of the TR unit divergence and the likelihood ratio
10
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scores are computed.
The thresholds for the statistical significance tests were taken as
in [Schaper et al., 2014], 0.01 for de novo detections and 0.1 for detections using
cpHMMs.
2.7

Parallelisation on cluster

For efficiency and speed, all of the computations were performed on the ETH highperformance cluster Brutus [ETH, 2014]. The size of the dataset required that the
computations were executed in parallel. However, as the results for one particular
sequence have no effect on one another, the computational task is embarrassingly
parallel. Both the provided library for TR detection and the pipeline scripts were
implemented in Python v3.2.
One issue regarding the parallelisation was that the runtime of the Viterbi
algorithm highly depends not only on the length of the sequence, but also on the
number of match states, i.e. the TR unit length of the cpHMM. Furthermore, each
sequence contains a number of PFAM annotations and an arbitrary count of de
novo TR detections that need to be refined. Consequently, it was not possible to
precisely predict the time spent on each sequence in the two different detection
methods. Therefore, I split the dataset into equal sets of sequences and created
scripts to control whether the detection running on each of these sets were executed
successfully. In case the data took too long to process, that particular subset was
split into smaller ones and the job rerun. All of the temporary results were stored
as serialised Python objects.
2.8

Overlap filtering

As expected, in cases when well-distinguishable TRs are present in the sequence
(especially those described by a PFAM domain), most of the TR detectors are likely
to locate them. But, discrepancies still appear when looking at the exact TR unit
size, their number, TR region start and end positions and other features. Therefore,
it is necessary to devise a strategy to decide whether two predictions actually show
the same repeat or not. This poses a problem as there could be numerous cases of
overlapping predictions that might and might not show the same TR.
One specific case of such overlap is the possibility of smaller TRs located inside
a TR with a much larger scale of units. For example, this could be possible with
single AA repeats appearing inside a large unit of another TR. This poses a problem
as there are cases when a clear algorithmic distinction is difficult, for example, when
11
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one detector finds a much shorter TR within the region of another detection with
similar units, but only containing a well-preserved part. Another case could be
when two detectors find a TR in the same region, but with different unit lengths,
e.g. AB-AB-AB-AB and ABAB-ABAB-ACAB. Here, the first detection could be thought
to be an inner repeat, whereas it is more likely that both detections actually describe
the same TR, but have different unit lengths due to conceptual differences of the
detectors.
Unfortunately, the time frame of this thesis did not allow for a deeper investigation of the occurrence of TRs within other TRs. This question requires a
better understanding of how such cases could be distinguished from simple cases of
incomplete detections by the methods, for example, when only a few TR units are
detected by one detector with respect to a longer prediction by some other.
As part of this thesis, three different filters were applied to the data, as
described below. Overlap filtering was implemented via adding flags that signal
whether the TR should be considered for the statistics or not. No predictions were
deleted from the data at this step as different filters form different representative
sets.
Generally, the filtering is performed in two steps. Firstly, all the TRs on one
sequence are separated into clusters of predictions representing the same repeat
according to some criteria of distance between the predictions, which has to be
defined for this problem. Secondly, one of the detections in the cluster is selected
as the representative for the tandem repeat using a decision strategy, that also has
to be defined beforehand. This selected detection will be used in the analysis while
the ones not selected will not be taken into account.
A simple approach to cluster the predictions is to use the lengths of the regions covered by the predictions and to define a same-repeat/different-repeat concept
judging only by the relation of the full area covered by both repeats to the area of
their overlap. Within the scope of this thesis this relationship was defined as transitive. This approach was implemented using two different thresholds of 80% and
50% sequence overlap, respectively.
However, the threshold approach does not take into account the actual evolutionary history of the TR units and is, therefore, ignoring existing information. A
more biologically viable scheme that takes into account the common origin of the
TR units is an ancestry-based filtering approach. In this thesis, I assume according
to the standard tandem repeat definition that each of the positions in a repeat unit
has the same ancestry (they all come from a seed unit that was copied). Two AAs
are considered to have the same ancestry if they share the same position in a TR
12
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unit. Consequently, two predictions are regarded as representing the same TR if
they have at least one AA pair that has shared ancestry. Ancestry based filtering
is much more conservative than filtering based on an arbitrary overlap threshold. It
favours more significant TRs disregarding the length of units or the overall length
of the TR region.
For the three filters, the clusters are formed using the appropriate definition
of same-TR/different-TR concepts. Each cluster contains only the predictions that
represent a single TR according to the definition. Once clusters are formed, it is
necessary to select a single representative for the whole class. To do this, I went
through all of the detections in the cluster and searched for the one with the lowest
p-value – the one most likely to have been created according to the TR evolution
model.
For all types of filtering, the PFAM detections were preferred over de novo
detections, as they are represented by curated domain HMMs. Therefore, in the
case when the cluster consists of one or more PFAM detections, which can happen
when a sequence was annotated with several highly similar domains, only the most
significant PFAM TR was selected. In case there were only de novo TR detections,
the TR with the highest statistical significance was picked.
One other possibility to get a representative TR would be to create a consensus repeat, however this would be a tedious, perhaps non-fruitful task, requiring a
Master’s project of its own. A consensus TR in this case would require taking into
account all the different features of the detections and a way to summarise them
into another TR instance.
2.9

Prediction storage and analysis

After the prediction pipeline was executed, I organised the TR data in a relational
database based on a PostgreSQL v9.3.4 server on a local machine. The database
provides easily accessible storage for data and fast searching over all sequences and
predictions. The object-relational mapping allows to continue working in Python
on all levels of data retrieval, aggregation and analysis.
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3.1

Resulting dataset

The main added value of this thesis are the computed TR annotations. The results
database contains information on the computed TRs for all sequences from the
specified version of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. Altogether, there were 352, 795 TR
detections on 540, 865 sequences, out of which, if filtered using the ancestry overlap
approach, 278, 318 were deemed valuable for analysis (approximately 79%).
Table 3.1 describes the data stored for each TR detection, such as their position in the sequence, the unit length and number, the statistical significance of the
prediction, etc.
Table 3.2 shows three examples from the dataset. The resulting set of TRs
only contains predictions that were deemed significant during filtering.
Example 1 shows a TR detected by XSTREAM on a human protein with
UniProtKB accession number Q7Z417. It has a p-value of 0.0, which means it did
not appear by random chance according to the statistical significance test. The
length of the unit including insert positions is 11, while the actual length of the unit
is 4 due to an apparent insertion in the third unit. The number of units is 10 and
the effective number of units is 9.25 as the last unit only contains one AA instead
of the expected 4. This detection also did not pass the ancestry overlap filter which
is indicated by the ”-” at the last position of the TR tag.
Example 2 shows a detection made using PFAM domains on the giant Octopus
Rhodopsin (UniProtKB accession P09241, PFAM ID:PF02162). The number of TR
units is 4, the effective number of TR units is 3.8, the TR unit length is 20 and the
TR unit length without deletion sites is 15. This TR passed all the overlap filters,
and is therefore tagged with ”+++”.
Example 3 was detected by T-REKS on a bacterial glycosyltransferase
(Q73SU4). For this TR, the p-value is not 0, but rather a very small value of
0.0001, which still allowed the detection to pass the significance test. This is due
to a small unit length and to a relatively high divergence of units. As there are no
gaps in the alignment, L = LD and N = N D for this TR.
3.2

Effect of different overlap filtering approaches

There is no straightforward solution for the problem of filtering out overlapping
predictions. As described in 2.8, in the scope of this thesis, three simple overlap
filters were applied to the data. Two of these were based on the concept of the
14
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Data type
Integer

Description
Reference to UniProtKB identifier for the containing sequence.
Enumeration over the possible methods of detection, including all the TR detectors and detection with PFAM domains.

PFAM ID

{T-REKS,
XSTREAM,
TRUST,
PFAM}
String or null

Divergence

Float

Score

Float

P-value
Begin
End
L

Float
Integer
Integer
Integer

LD
N
ND

Integer
Integer
Float

Tag

String

MSA

List of string

In the case of PFAM detection - the identifier
of the domain used, otherwise null.
The divergence of the TR units: the maximum
likelihood estimate of the branch lengths in a
star phylogeny of TR units. This estimate does
not identify time of evolution, as the divergence
is the mutation rate multiplied by evolution
time.
The score of the TR within the testing framework: the log-likelihood ratio of the probability
of the data given the TR model and the probability of the data given the null model with no
TRs.
The estimated p-value of the TR.
Start position of the TR in the sequence.
End position of the TR in the sequence.
TR unit length including insertion sites, the
insertion sites being defined as the site (the respective column of the MSA) having at least as
many AA characters as there are gaps.
TR unit length excluding insertion sites.
Number of TR units.
Effective number of TR units: cumulative number of non-insertion AA sites in the MSA divided by LD.
Filtering tags. + on each of the three positions
signalises that the overlap test was passed, means the test was failed. The first position
corresponds to overlap threshold of 80%, the
second to 50% threshold and the third to the
ancestry filter.
The MSA of the TR units that was used to
perform the score, divergence and p-value estimation.

Table 3.1: Names, types and descriptions of parameters stored per TR detection
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Method
PFAM ID
Divergence
Score
P-value
Begin
End
L
LD
N
ND
Tag
MSA
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Example 1
Q7Z417

Example 2
P09241

Example 3
Q73SU4

XSTREAM

PFAM
PF02162
0.24
151.78
0.0
383
447
20
15
4
3.8
+++
QAAYQPPPPPQGYPPQGYPP
QGAY---PPPQGYPPQGYPP
QGY-----PPQGYPPQGAPP
QVE-----APQGAPPQG---

T-REKS

0.42
100.82
0.0
11
55
11
4
10
9.25
++HHH-------S
HHH-------P
HHHPQQQQQQP
HHH-------H
HYY-------F
YNH-------S
HNH-------H
HHH-------H
HQQ-------P
H----------

0.34
23.19
0.0001
396
410
2
2
7
7.0
+++
AA
AA
MS
RA
AA
AH
AA

Table 3.2: Examples of TR entries in the resulting dataset

overlap area being larger than some threshold and the third on the concept of shared
ancestry of AAs.
Figure 3.2 shows the general tendency of the filtering approaches for two major
subgroups of sequences – viruses and Eukaryota. Each of the subplots provides a
breakdown of percent of sequences containing none, one, two, or more TR detections
after the overlap filtering was performed. The 80% threshold is the most liberal,
50% more strict and the ancestry approach is the most conservative. However, as
the plots show, the proportion of sequences with more than one TRs does not fall
dramatically when going from 80% cutoff to 50% and from the overlap area threshold
filtering to ancestry filter.
Each of these approaches has its own caveats. The threshold filtering is an
easy way to filter predictions, however it fails to account for the cases when the
detectors find a similar TR, but with a different number of units. Moreover, it does
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Figure 3.2: The distribution of the number of TRs per sequence for Eukaryota and viruses
when filtered by either bu overlap threshold of 80% or 50%, or using the ancestry definition
– if at least two positions share ancestry, the predictions are thought to represent the same
TR. (3.2a, 3.2c, 3.2e): results for Eukaryotes with different filters. (3.2b, 3.2d, 3.2f): results
for viruses with different filters.
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not use the biological knowledge that is encoded in the alignment of TR units.
Figure 3.3 shows a fragment of a sequence with accession Q2HCV7 (AAs from
310 to 355). This is clearly a case when the same TR is detected differently by two
detection methods. XSTREAM detects fewer units over a smaller area, which leads
to problems in the threshold filtering approach. Depending on the threshold, either
both of the predictions will be kept or one of them will be discarded, which would
be a desirable outcome. When filtering with the threshold of 80% the predictions
are considered to represent different TRs as the area of overlap is too small. On
the other hand, when filtering with 50% they are considered same, therefore one is
discarded.
To alleviate this problem, this simple filtering approach could be adjusted to
account for TR unit lengths. However, there can be cases when one detector defines
the TR unit as two or more TR units detected by another method, which can not
be ruled out by simply comparing TR unit lengths.
DVEEVADEKSKDLEEGSGSEQGSGDEESEGEEESEGEEGKTSKEAK
(a) Prediction by T-REKS

DVEEVADEKSKDLEEGSGSEQGSGDEESEGEEESEGEEGKTSKEAK
(b) Prediction by XSTREAM
Figure 3.3: A segment of the sequence with accession number Q2HCV7 showing two
different TR detections in the region between 310 and 355 AAs. Figure 3.3a shows a
prediction made by T-REKS, and Figure 3.3b shows a prediction by XSTREAM. Both of
these seem to show the same TR, given that the length of the unit is identical and the
units in one prediction are just a shift by one with respect to the other. However, the
number of units is different as seven units were found by T-REKS versus five (four and a
single AA) by XSTREAM.

The ancestry overlap filter is making use of the biological information encoded
in the MSA of the TR units, however it has it’s own faults. For example, Figure 3.4
shows a case of two separate well-defined PFAM predictions that do not overlap
according to the ancestry filter and should be considered different. But due to the
clustering approach they get put in the same cluster, as there is an additional de
novo prediction that covers more area. Cases like this are unfortunate, but cannot
be avoided with the current definition of clustering and representative selection
approaches.
Perhaps a combination of both the threshold and the ancestry tests could help
fix this problem. For example, one could make sure that there is at least 10%
overlap between predictions before applying the ancestry filter, but this threshold is
also arbitrary and hard to justify. On the other hand, the overlaps definition could
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GVTPAANAAQHDEAQQNAFYQVLNMPNLNADQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANVLGEAQKLNDSQ
APKADAQQNKFNKDQQSAFYEILNMPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSTNVLGEAKKLNESQ
APKADNNFNKEQQNAFYEILNMPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANLLAEAKKLNESQAPK
ADNKFNKEQQNAFYEILHLPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANLLAEAKKLNDAQAPKADN
KFNKEQQNAFYEILHLPNLTEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSVSKEILAEAKKLNDAQAPKEEDNNK
PGKEDGNKPGKEDGNKPGKEDNKKPGKEDGNKPGKEDNKKPGKEDGNKPGKEDGNKPGKED
GNKPGKEDGNKPGKEDGNGVHVVKPGDTVNDIAKANGTTADKIAADNKLADKNMIKPGQEL
(a) Prediction by PFAM, domain ID PF02216

GVTPAANAAQHDEAQQNAFYQVLNMPNLNADQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANVLGEAQKLNDSQ
APKADAQQNKFNKDQQSAFYEILNMPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSTNVLGEAKKLNESQ
APKADNNFNKEQQNAFYEILNMPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANLLAEAKKLNESQAPK
ADNKFNKEQQNAFYEILHLPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANLLAEAKKLNDAQAPKADN
KFNKEQQNAFYEILHLPNLTEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSVSKEILAEAKKLNDAQAPKEEDNNK
PGKEDGNKPGKEDGNKPGKEDNKKPGKEDGNKPGKEDNKKPGKEDGNKPGKEDGNKPGKED
GNKPGKEDGNKPGKEDGNGVHVVKPGDTVNDIAKANGTTADKIAADNKLADKNMIKPGQEL
(b) Prediction by PFAM, domain ID PF03373

GVTPAANAAQHDEAQQNAFYQVLNMPNLNADQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANVLGEAQKLNDSQ
APKADAQQNKFNKDQQSAFYEILNMPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSTNVLGEAKKLNESQ
APKADNNFNKEQQNAFYEILNMPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANLLAEAKKLNESQAPK
ADNKFNKEQQNAFYEILHLPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANLLAEAKKLNDAQAPKADN
KFNKEQQNAFYEILHLPNLTEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSVSKEILAEAKKLNDAQAPKEEDNNK
PGKEDGNKPGKEDGNKPGKEDNKKPGKEDGNKPGKEDNKKPGKEDGNKPGKEDGNKPGKED
GNKPGKEDGNKPGKEDGNGVHVVKPGDTVNDIAKANGTTADKIAADNKLADKNMIKPGQEL
(c) Prediction by TRUST
Figure 3.4: A segment of the sequence with accession number P38507, showing three different TR detections between 28 and 455 AAs. The predictions in Figures 3.4a and 3.4b
were made using PFAM domains and seem to be unrelated. However, the de novo prediction on Figure 3.4c overlaps with both PFAM detections, which results in all three being
clustered together and the second detection by PFAM to be filtered out.

be made non-transitive, which would also fix this issue, but create another issue of
selecting representative TRs which in that case might overlap between clusters.
In the remainder of this section all of the TR predictions used have passed the
overlap filtering to make up a representative set. The results are computed using
most conservative ancestry filtering approach.
3.3
3.3.1

General analysis of TR parameters for all kindoms
TR divergence histograms

An important characteristic of TRs is the unit divergence. To examine whether
in general the divergence of TRs differ among kingdoms I have created divergence
distribution representations in form of histograms (Figure 3.5). The distributions
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do not indicate any significant difference in divergence per kingdom. A high number
of perfectly conserved (and thus easily detected) TRs with short units is reflected
by a large peak for near zero divergence. Immediately after the peak at 0 comes a
relatively low region of the histogram. Very low non-zero divergences are rare, as
they usually appear in TRs with long units that have a low number of substitutions
(only a few positions). The second peak signifies the many short repeats of at
most two units and unit lengths of three to ten AAs that have have one or two
substitutions. The divergence then slowly recedes as fewer and fewer TRs with high
divergences can be successfully detected and deemed statistically significant.
Unfortunately, the absolute distribution of the TR unit divergence should only
be seen as an approximation to the divergence of TRs in the examined sequences.
The characteristics of the distribution reflect the characteristics of the TR detectors
rather than the actual TR distributions within the kingdoms. This makes it hard
to reason for any biological meaning in the absolute divergence distributions per
kingdom.
3.3.2

TR content per sequence

Some difference between kingdoms can be seen in the TR content per protein. Figure 3.6 shows the percentage of TR containing proteins per each kingdom of life.
Proteins from the different kingdoms of life differ in the number of TRs detected per sequence. Figure 3.6 illustrates this by showing the percentage of all
proteins that fall into one of the categories: having no TRs in the sequence, a single
TR, two TRs, etc.
The breakdown for virus sequences seems to be closer to Eukaryota rather
than to Archaea and Bacteria. This can be explained by the fact that most viral
sequences in the database have eukaryotic organisms as their hosts, and therefore use
the eukaryotic mechanism for reproduction. The following sections include a more
in depth analysis of virus sequences in an attempt to investigate this hypothesis.
3.3.3

TR unit number and length densities

Another curious characteristic to examine is the probability of a certain TR unit
length and number per kingdom. Figure 3.7 shows the logarithmic counts of TR
predictions for different kingdoms in the actual dataset. In agreement with results
of [Schaper et al., 2012], the Eukaryotic TR detections display a particular high
number of TRs with unit length L = 28 AA, mostly reflecting the large number
of zinc finger TRs. Such behaviour is not visible in other kingdoms. Viruses show
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Figure 3.5: TR unit divergence per kingdom.

a small spike at L = 20, due to PFAM domain repeats of Zinc knuckles (120 TR
instances out of 207) – a short relative of the Zinc fingers (PFAM ID PF00098).
3.4

Analysis of virus TRs

The virus kingdom were of special interest in the analysis, since virus genomes are
generally small and seem unlikely to contain a high number of TRs. So far, no
large-scale virus TR study is available. For example, [Marcotte et al., 1999] did not
include virus sequences in the analysis at all. However, in this dataset 37.91% of all
virus proteins contain TRs, compared to 26.85% in Bacteria and 28.58% in Archaea.
Unfortunately, virus sequence analysis is limited in terms of data availability.
The data provided by UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot is highly heterogenous, as some organisms have been studied much more intensely than others. For example, there are
more human protein sequences (20, 172) than virus sequences altogether (16, 479),
although already the human biotome contains two orders of magnitude more viruses
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Figure 3.6: TR content per kingdom.

than human cells [Mokili et al., 2012]. The virus sequences in turn are strongly
dominated by Eukaryotic viruses (14, 811), more than a third of which are human
(5, 875). The virus samples are therefore strongly biased towards the Eukaryotic
virus group and barely contain enough data to explore other host groups. Another
limiting factor is the small number of functional annotations in viruses.
Nevertheless, given the previously mentioned hypothesis that the virus TR
distribution looks similar to the Eukaryotic one, it is interesting to look at more
specific groups of viruses, rather than at the whole set. Two in some sense orthogonal
properties of virus sequences can be used to create meaningful subgroups – virus
type, based on the specific virus species or a limited host organism group, or TR
properties of the sequences, such as TR unit length or TR PFAM domain.
Firstly, I have computed several statistics on the virus groups based on the
host organism, as described in more detail in Section 3.4.1. Virus sequences were
separated according to their hosts – the viruses specific to the kingdoms of Archaea,
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Figure 3.7: TR unit length and number density per kingdom.

Bacteria and Eukaryota, as well as just simply human viruses. A few interesting
species of viruses were examined separately too: influenza and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).
Secondly, in order to better understand the function of the large number of TRs
in virus proteomes, it was interesting to see in general terms whether there is a difference between the function of proteins that contain specific types of TRs, and those
proteins with no TRs. To do this, functional enrichment analysis (Section 3.4.2) was
performed on TR containing virus proteins using gene ontology annotations. I have
separately analysed sequences coming from several interesting species of viruses and
sequences containing specific types of TRs. The types examined were short unit
TRs, or microsatellites, with unit length smaller or equal to three; TRs with long
units of more that 20 AAs; and several interesting PFAM domain TRs.
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Virus-host TR correlation analysis

As previously mentioned, it is interesting to see whether there is any correlation
between virus TR content and the host organism group TR content. Figure 3.8
shows the distribution of TRs in viruses segregated by host group, as well as in the
corresponding hosts (the three kingdoms and human.)
It can be seen that for Eukaryota and Bacteria the distribution for the host
group and corresponding virus TRs share more similarity than between groups. For
Archaea and Bacteria, however, this difference is not clear. The general tendency
in viruses is to have a slightly smaller percentage of sequences with at least one
TR when compared to their host. This could be due to the viruses having shorter
sequences in general, and, therefore, being less likely to include TRs.
Table 3.3 shows the different statistics computed for representative TR predictions for different groups of organisms. The first two columns in Table 3.3 show
the total number of sequences and the accumulative number of TR detections for all
sequences in the group. The third column shows the percentage of sequences containing at least one TR prediction. The average TRs per sequence are computed by
T RN
.
counting all TRs in a kingdom and dividing it by the number of sequences – SeqN
The TR coverage in percent of length is computed using the following formula –
T RL
T L , where T RL is the total length of the TR covered regions and T L being the
100
total accumulative length of all sequences in this kingdom.
Eukaryotic viruses dominate the virus group both in terms of sequences and
in terms of TR content – 9169 TRs in eukaryotic versus 9679 TRs in all viruses.
In general, eukaryotic viruses have a noticeably smaller coverage when compared to their hosts (3.62% versus 11.87% in Eukaryota and 2.81% versus 17.59%
in human). On the other hand, both archaeal and bacterial viruses show a slightly
higher coverage than their hosts (7.7% versus 4.84% in Archaea and 4.66% versus
4.30% in Bacteria). However, this can be explained by the scarce data available
for these types of viruses and not by actual signal in the data. On the other hand,
all virus groups exhibit the same tendency to have a lower percentage of proteins
containing TRs when compared to their host.
I have separately examined two important subgroups of human viruses – the
Influenza group and the HIV, and both of their more general enclosing groups – Orthomyxoviruses and Primate lentiviruses. Both of these groups exhibit significantly
different values than the general virus population and greatly differ between each
other. For example, only a quarter of the Influenza sequences contain TRs and have
an average of 0.25 TRs per sequence. They also exhibit an extremely low coverage of
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less than one percent. Then, about a half of the HIV sequences and the lentiviruses
contain TRs with an average of about 1 TR per sequence and the highest coverage
amongst all viruses – 4.4%. While the coinciding results for Orthomyxoviruses can
be explained by the fact that the dataset is in fact strongly dominated by the human
Influenza strains, the HIV sequences only comprise a half of the Primate lentiviruses
and the statistics still coincide.
The difference visible for different virus species when compared to the overall virus sequence set indicates that a detailed analysis of virus species separately
will yield more interpretable results. For example, another group that could be interesting would be different Herpes viruses which are abundant in the data (1321
sequences).
Statistic

Sequence
number

TR
number

Proteins
with TRs
37.91%
28.58%
25.44%

Average
TRs per
sequence
0.59
0.36
0.35

TR
sequence
coverage
3.68%
4.84%
7.70%

Viruses
Archaea
Archaeal
viruses
Bacteria
Bacteriophages
Eukaryota
Eukaryotic
viruses
Human
Human
viruses
Influenza
(A, B, C)
Orthomyxoviruses
HIV (1, 2)
Primate
lentiviruses

16479
19038
452

9679
6806
156

329008
1668

112492
510

26.85%
23.50%

0.34
0.31

4.30%
4.66%

176340
14811

149341
9169

46.36%
39.53%

0.85
0.62

11.87%
3.62%

20172
5875

23788
3877

58.27%
41.0%

1.18
0.66

17.59%
2.81%

1385

343

24.19%

0.25

0.71%

1573

395

24.28%

0.25

0.77%

381
618

385
640

45.93%
50.16%

1.01
1.04

4.39%
4.40%

Table 3.3: TR statistics for different organism groups.

In conclusion, the results support the hypothesis of viruses relying on their
host organism for the TR creation mechanism, but more thorough testing is needed,
as other scenarios could also explain the results.
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Functional enrichment analysis for viruses

I have performed functional enrichment analysis [Huang et al., 2009] of several virus
subgroups using Cytoscape v3.1.1 [Smoot et al., 2011] and BiNGO v3.0.2 – a plugin
to assess overrepresentation of gene ontology categories [Maere et al., 2005]. Each
of these subgroups contained TRs and the background set for each of these tests
was the whole virus sequence set.
Results for the functional enrichment of all TR containing virus proteins versus all virus proteins are shown in Figure 3.9. Despite a low significance level
(p-value = 0.001) it shows enrichment of many functional terms. The enriched
functions may be roughly grouped into suppression of host gene expression, protein metabolic processes and interestingly, suppression by virus of host RIG-1 activity. These receptors are supposed to sense viral RNA molecules that pose a
threat [Yoneyama and Fujita, 2007]. This result might indicate that the TRs in
viruses are not only an artefact of the host TR generation, but also execute functions very specific to viruses and their ability to infect.
The next tested group was sequences containing TRs with unit length 20 and
more AAs (953 sequences), which did not show any functional enrichment. On
the other hand, shorter units of up to 3 AAs (Figure 3.10) shows a picture rather
similar to the whole virus TR group with the RIG-1 pathway suppression and the
suppression of host gene expression being prominent on the figure.
Next, I have tried to investigate the PFAM TRs formed by domains specific to
Eukaryotes, such as the Kelch motif, LRR and Zinc finger domains. The LRR only
appears in nine virus protein sequences altogether, specifically only in Mimiviruses,
and show no functional enrichment. The Kelch motif appeared in 34 virus proteins
and also showed no enrichment. However, zinc finger domain TRs were located in
160 sequences and exhibit some functional enrichment (Figure 3.11, p-value = 0.1).
Zinc finger TRs in virus proteins seem to be enriched in viral latency and DNA
replication. Interestingly, Zinc finger containing proteins are also annotated with
DNA replication in eukaryotic proteomes.
Lastly, I have checked whether there is functional enrichment for TR containing
proteins of two specific species of human viruses HIV and Influenza. For both the
general TR containing group was checked as well as the group containing short TRs.
However, neither of these have shown any significant results.
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Figure 3.8: TR content per kingdom and corresponding virus subgroup.
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Figure 3.9: Functional enrichment analysis for viruses containing TRs contrasted with the whole virus sequence set.
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Figure 3.10: Functional enrichment analysis for viruses containing short TRs (L ≤ 3 AAs) contrasted with the whole virus sequence set.
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Figure 3.11: Functional enrichment analysis for viruses containing zinc finger TRs contrasted with the whole virus sequence set.
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During the course of this thesis, I successfully ran a TR detection pipeline on
a large body of protein data, namely the manually curated sequence database
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. The pipeline used three different de novo detection methods and a novel TR search approach that uses PFAM domain profile HMMs to locate
repeated units. In order to keep the most meaningful TR predictions, I performed
multiple statical significance tests on the intermediate results. After all predictions
have been finalised, I applied several clustering approaches to eliminate predictions
made by different methods, but that actually depict the same TR. Representative
TRs were picked from each cluster and were used for analysis of different organism
groups.
The filtering of redundant, overlapping TRs turned out to pose a problem, as
it is complicated to create a single scheme that will resolve all types of overlapping
cases in a correct way. Depending on the approach to filtering different problems
may be encountered, like, for example, lost significant PFAM detections. Another
issue is that sometimes overlapping predictions indicate cases when a distinct smaller
TR developed inside a larger TR. In order to investigate this further it is necessary
to create a clear definition of an inner TR and then analyse the TR couples that
comply with the definition.
The resulting dataset contains information on significant TR predictions for
all sequences in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. The parameters include the length and
number of TR units, the actual MSA of the units, the method used for detection
and the specific parameters that were used for significance testing. The obtained
TR set indicates a much higher incidence of TRs that previously thought (14%
in Eukaryota indicated by [Marcotte et al., 1999]): e.g. 46.36% for Eukaryota and
37.91% for viruses.
Preliminary analyses of Virus groups separated by host organism hint towards
a dependency between the virus and the host TR creation mechanism. This hypothesis requires vigorous testing, which could be performed with the presented
dataset.
This thesis helped identify and fix several bugs in the library containing the
TR detection methods. For example, an important issue concerning the refinement
method for unit lengths of a single AA was fixed, as well as the failure to execute
PFAM domain-based detection method on some sequences containing ambiguous
AAs. In upcoming months, work on the library will continue to allow for a public
release of the code to a more general audience.
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4 CONCLUSION

A planned application of the created dataset is the inclusion of TR annotations
in UniProtKB for public access.
These results show that despite the many discrepancies between different ways
of detecting TRs, it is still possible to create a TR set large enough for meaningful
analysis. Hopefully, it will pave the way for further applications of the pipeline to
different and more extensive datasets.
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